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Abstract

We propose a notion of extended dominating set where each node in an ad hoc network is

covered by either a dominating neighbor or several 2-hop dominating neighbors. This work is

motivated by cooperative communication in ad hoc networks whereby transmitting independent

copies of a packet generates diversity and combats the effects of fading. We first show the NP-

completeness of the minimum extended dominating set problem. Then, several heuristic algo-

rithms, global and local, for constructing a small extended dominating set are proposed. These

are non-trivial extensions of the existing algorithms for the regular dominating set problem. The

application of the extended dominating set in efficient broadcasting is also discussed. The per-

formance analysis includes an analytical study in terms of approximation ratio and a simulation

study of the average size of the extended dominating set derived from the proposed algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The nature of ad hoc networks makes them different from wireless infrastructure networks which

typically include base stations that are not battery constrained. Energy management strategies can

conserve the energy of the battery powered nodes by taking advantage of the energy available at base

stations. In contrast, an ad hoc network consists of small, battery powered devices only. The devel-

opment of new energy management techniques is critical for practical deployment of these networks.

Dominating set (DS) has been widely used in the selection process of an active node set. A set

is dominating if every node in the network is either in the set or a neighbor of a node in the set.

When active nodes form a dominating set, all nodes in the network are also said to be reachable.

When a DS is connected, it is denoted as a CDS; that is, any two nodes in the DS can be connected

through intermediate nodes from the DS. CDS as a connected virtual backbone has been widely used

for broadcast process [28], searching in a reduced space, and point coverage in sensor networks [7].

Because of the promiscuous receiving mode of wireless sensors, when each node in a CDS forwards

the packet once, all nodes in the network will receive the packet. In Fig. 1 (a), the dominating node

set{u, v, w} forms a virtual backbone for efficient broadcasting, since only dominating nodes need

to forward the packet and all remaining nodes can receive the packet without having to forward it.

Power saving techniques for ad hoc networks can be classified into two categories:power saving

protocolsandpower control for transmission. The former aims to put wireless nodes into periodical

sleep state in order to reduce power consumption. Power control for transmission manages energy

consumption by adjusting transmission ranges. It was experimentally confirmed by Feeney and Nils-

son in [15] that the difference in energy consumption between an idle node and a transmitting node

is not major, while a major difference exists between idle and sleep states of nodes. Specifically, it

is shown in Span [8] that the ratio of energy for transmit, receive, idle, and sleep is 13:9:7:1. In this

paper, we focus on power saving protocols in which a small set of active nodes is maintained at any

given period, although such a set can change over time. Recently, thecooperative communication

(CC) technique [24] was exploited to study energy management issues for ad hoc and sensor net-

works. Such as in [2], a network model using CC is developed to deal with broadcasting in ad hoc

networks. In CC, transmitting independent copies of a packet generates diversity and combats the

effects of fading. In this way,k copies of the same packet can potentially reach a receiver outside the

normal transmission range with the same baseline transmit power.
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Figure 1: (a) A sample network:{u, v, w} forms a CDS and{u, v} forms an ECDS. (b) Another

sample:{x, u, v} forms an EWCDS.

In this paper, we propose a notion ofextended dominating setbased on the cooperative commu-

nication. A DS is called an extended dominating set (EDS) if for every node in the network, it is in

the set, it has a neighbor in the set, or it hask 2-hop neighbors in the set. In Fig. 1 (a),u, v, w forms

a CDS. If using CC, andk = 2, nodex is covered twice by two 2-hop neighbors,u andv. w can be

withdrawn and{u, v} forms an EDS. Since the set is connected, it is also calledextended connected

dominating set(ECDS). Later, we will define two notions of connectivity: strongly connected (ECDS

by default) and weakly connected (EWCDS). The connectivity is defined in terms of the success of

a broadcast process: a packet from a source in EDS will be received by all other nodes, given that

each node in EDS forwards the packet once, after it receives the complete packet. In EWCDS, the

broadcast will be successful for at least one source in EDS; whereas in ECDS the broadcast will be

successful for any source in EDS. In Fig. 1 (b),{u, v, x} forms an EWCDS fork = 2 sincex can

retrieve the complete packet when eitheru or v is the source, while neitheru nor v can whenx is the

source. we focus on algorithms designed forunit disk graphs, which is the most popular model used

in literature for wireless network analysis.

This paper focuses on some non-trivial extensions of various methods for ECDS/EWCDS forma-

tion and shows their applications in the broadcast process. More specifically, we will focus on the

following technical issues related to ECDS/EWCDS: (1) The complexity of determining a minimum

EDS, ECDS or EWCDS. We will show that these problems are NP-complete. (2) Heuristic solu-

tions to the minimum ECDS/EWCDS problems. We will propose four types of solutions: global for

EWCDS based on Guha and Khuller’s MCDS, quasi-global for EWCDS based on Alzoubi, Wan, and

Frieder’s maximal independent set approach, quasi-local for ECDS based on the clustering approach,

and local for ECDS based on Wu and Li’s marking process. (3) Application of ECDS/EWCDS. We

will focus on an application in efficient broadcasting. (4) Activity scheduling and rotation for local
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solutions. We will discuss different ways to rotate and schedule active nodes under certain global con-

straints, including global coverage. (5) Performance analysis. We will conduct performance analysis,

through analytical and simulation studies on the proposed solutions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work in the field.

Section 3 gives a new geometric graph model from which the extended dominating set is defined. The

NP-completeness of finding a minimum extended dominating set (EDS) and a minimum extended

strongly/weakly connected dominating set (ECDS/EWCDS) are also proved in this section. Section

4 presents several non-local heuristic algorithms for EDS and EWCDS. Section 5 proposes the local

solution for ECDS. Applications and related issues are discussed in Section 6. A performance study

through simulation is conducted in Section 7. The paper concludes in Section 8.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Cooperative communication (CC)

Extensive research has been done in the area ofcooperative communication(CC) [24, 21]. The basic

idea is the use of single-antenna nodes in a multi-user scenario to share their antennas to create a

virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. CC can potentially combine the following

advantages: (1) the power savings provided by multi-hopping, (2) the spatial diversity provided by

the antennas of separate mobile nodes, and (3) node cooperation can also lead to increased data rates

[19]. There are several cooperative signaling methods [24], including detect and forward methods,

amplify-and-forward methods, and coded cooperations. In our model, no synchronization is required,

that is, the receiver can “assemble”k copies of the same packet received at different time.

In CC, there are two thresholds on the received signal’s SNR (signal-to-noise ratio):γp for suc-

cessful decoding, andγacq timing acquisition. A packet received with SNRγ is (1) a failed reception,

whenγ < γacq, (2) a partial reception, whenγacq ≤ γ < γp, or (3) a full reception, whenγp ≤ γ.

Suppose a node has to partial receptions of the same packet, withγ1 andγ2. If γ1 + γ2 ≥ γp, com-

bining these two partial receptions achieves a full reception. This combining process can be extended

to multiple partial receptions. The channel gain is often modelled as a power of distance, therefore,

γ/γp = (r/dij)
α, wheredij is the distance between nodesi andj, r is the communication range of

nodes, and2 ≤ α ≤ 4 is a communication medium dependant parameter. The header of a message is
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coded in a different way that requires a lower SNR (γacq) to decode. Therefore, the combiner knows

which packet a partial reception belongs to. Signal combining can be performed whenever new par-

tial reception is made in a incremental way. Many partial receptions of a packet do not require extra

storage space.

Discussions of the CC technique and its applications in ad hoc networks can be found in [24, 18].

This technique (referred to ashitchhiking) has been exploited by Agarwal et al [2] to reduce the total

energy consumption in a broadcast process. A heuristic algorithm was used to build a rooted tree that

covers the entire network. Then local optimization steps were performed at each level of the tree,

where the extra coverage provided by higher level transmissions is used for the transmission power

reduction at the current level. Cardei et al [6] extended the work in [2] to address the topology control

problem.

2.2 Dominating set and its extensions

Finding the minimum dominating set (DS) and minimum connected dominating set (CDS) is NP-

complete in both regular graphs [17] and unit disk graphs [11]. Finding an extended (weakly) con-

nected dominating set (ECDS and EWCDS), which takes the advantages of the CC technique, has

not been exploited except in [2]. Note that an ECDS/EWCDS is different from a weakly connected

dominating set (WCDS) [5, 9]. A WCDSW of a network is a set such that the subnetwork, consisting

of all nodes in the network and all adjacent links to nodes inW , is connected. Basically, a WCDS

is a DS such that it is connected when treating all nodes in the DS within two hops as adjacent. The

difference between a WCDS and an ECDS/EWCDS is that WCDS cannot guarantee a full coverage

under the CC in broadcasting. That is, in order to achieve full delivery in a broadcasting, both WCDS

nodes and some non-WCDS nodes need to forward the broadcast packet. For example, in Fig. 1 (b),

{x, u, v} is considered WCDS (and EWCDS) and{x, u, z} is also WCDS (but not EWCDS).

This subsection reviews existing CDS formation protocols for wireless ad hoc and sensor net-

works. Based on their efficiency in terms of forming a small CDS and overhead in terms of message

and time complexity, these protocols were classified into four categories in [33]: global, quasi-global,

quasi-local, and local. A global protocol assumes a central point in the network, where global infor-

mation is available and CDS membership is computed based on this information. Global protocols

usually yield the smallest CDS, but their application is limited due to the high maintenance cost. Das
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et al [13] proposed a global protocol based on Guha and Khuller’s approximation algorithm [16].

This algorithm, MCDS, is based on “growing” a tree from a selected root until all nodes are covered.

Non-leaf nodes form a CDS. MCDS has anO(log ∆) approximation ratio in regular graphs, where∆

is the maximum number of neighbors of a node. Recently, Cheng et al [10] proposed a polynomial

time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the minimum CDS in unit disk graphs. Given a network of

sizen and a small parameters, Cheng et al designed a(1 + 1/s)-approximation with running time

nO((s log s)2).

A quasi-global protocol relies on global coordination rather than global information. The compu-

tation, starting from a central point, is propagated in a sequential manner to the entire network. Then,

a maximal independent set (MIS) is constructed from the tree. An independent set (IS) is a special

type of DS where any two nodes in DS are not adjacent. These protocols usually have a small con-

stant approximation ratio in unit disk graphs, but the high overhead of the global infrastructure makes

them less attractive in dynamic networks. Alzoubi, Wan, and Frieder [4] have proposed a quasi-global

algorithm (called AWF here) with an approximation ratio of 8 in unit disk graphs. Nodes in the DS

are selected from a spanning tree so that when a gateway node is selected by each DS node, the DS

becomes a CDS. AWF takesO(n) rounds to complete.

A quasi-local protocol assumes no central point. However, sequential propagation of information

is still possible and, sometimes, expanded to the entire network. These protocols have a large constant

approximation ratio in unit disk graphs, but moderate overhead since nodes are selected in parallel

to form an MIS. A cluster-based quasi-local algorithm usually contains two phases as in the AWF

algorithm. At first, the network is partitioned into clusters; aclusterheadis elected for each cluster.

Then clusterheads are interconnected to form a CDS. Unlike in AWF, one or two gateways are needed

to connect clusterheads separated by two and three hops. Several clustering algorithms have been

proposed [14, 23] to elect clusterheads. In most approaches for gateway selection [14, 20, 33], neigh-

boring clusterheads are connected via a mesh structure through a local selection by each clusterhead.

These protocols haveO(1) approximation ratios in unit disk graphs. In the worst case, it takesO(n)

rounds for them to complete due to the sequential information propagation in the clustering process.

But on average, the expected number of rounds isO(log n).

A local protocol relies only on local information, i.e., properties of nodes within its vicinity. In

addition, there is no sequential propagation of any partial computation result. The status of each node

depends on itsl-hop topology only for a small constantl, and is usually determined afterl rounds
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Figure 2: (a) Neighbor detection. (b) A sample extended marking process and extended pruning rule.

of information exchange among neighbors. Local protocols do not have a constant deterministic

approximation ratio, but in random unit disk graphs, the expected size of the resultant CDS isO(1)

times that of the minimum CDS. Wu and Li [30, 32] proposed the marking process and two pruning

rules that select a few nodes to form a CDS. The approach uses 2-hop information and converges after

two rounds of information exchange. Dai and Wu [12] further extended this scheme to use a more

efficient pruning rule that ensures a probabilistic approximation ratio. Other local CDS algorithms

include Span [8], Multipoint relay (MPR) [1, 25], and core-based approaches [26, 27].

3 Extended Dominating Set

3.1 A new geometric graph model

Here we consider a special geometric graph to approximate the CC model: Given a setV of points

in a 2D space, a normal transmission ranger, and a CC ranger
′
, we define a graph with vertex set

V and an arc from vertexv to vertexu iff the Euclidean distance,d(v, u), from v to u is no more

than r. In addition, a quasi-arc from vertexv to vertexu iff r < d(v, u) ≤ r
′
. Whenr

′
= 2r,

the corresponding graph can be approximated by a single unit disk graph, where a quasi-arc exists

between any two vertices (called quasi neighbors) that are separated by two hops. Whenr
′ 6= 2 × r

(normallyr
′
< 2×r), each vertex maintains its regular arcs (the corresponding node is called a regular

neighbor, or simply, neighbor) and quasi-arcs (the corresponding node is called a quasi neighbor)

through “Hello” messages (see Fig. 2 (a)). It should be stressed that once 1-hop neighborhood is
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derived it is used to derivek-hop neighborhood without resorting to Euclidean distance information.

For example, quasi neighbors are derived from 1-hop neighbors of neighbors.

It is assumed that when a quasi neighbor ofv sends a packet,v can receive only a partial packet.

However,v can “assemble” the complete packet after it receivesk copies of the packet fromk quasi

neighbors. It is still assumed that when a regular neighbor ofv sends a packet,v can receive the com-

plete packet provided no collision occurs. It is also assumed that the network is sparse or moderately

dense, where the communication and computation overhead of the proposed approaches is limited. If

the network is extremely dense, the network should be first sparsified as discussed in [31].

3.2 Definition of extended dominating set

Our objective is to find a minimum connected backbone so that nodes outside the backbone can be

put in a sleep state. The backbone construction using the CC feature can be formulated as extended

dominating set (EDS) and extended connected dominating set (ECDS).

Definition 1 A subset of nodes is an EDS if every node is (a) in the subset, (b) a regular neighbor of

a node in the subset, or (c) a quasi neighbor ofk nodes in the subset.

Whenr
′
= 2× r andk = 2, every node is (a) in the subset, (b) a 1-hop neighbor of a node in the

subset, or (c) a two-hop neighbor of 2 nodes in the subset. Note that the regular dominating set (DS)

is also an EDS. Under the regular physical model, the connectivity is defined as follows: Two nodes

are connected if there exists a sequence (path) of regular neighbors. Under the CC model, nodes are

connected not only via regular neighbors but also via quasi neighbors.

Definition 2 A set isstrongly connectedunder the CC model if for any nodeu in the set sending a

packet, the packet should be fully received by all other nodes. Only nodes with a fully received packet

(includingu) are able to forward the packet once.

If the connectivity condition holds at least for a particular nodeu, the set is calledweakly con-

nected. A strongly connected EDS is denoted as ECDS and a weakly connected EDS is denoted as

EWCDS. In Fig. 1 (b),{u, v, x} forms an EWCDS while{u,w, x} forms an ECDS. It is known that

the dominating set and connected dominating set problems in unit disk graphs (UD-DS and UD-CDS)
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are NP-complete [11]. The following theorem shows that EDS, ECDS and EWCDS are NP-complete.

The theorem can be proved by showing that these problems belong to the NP class and either UD-DS

or UD-CDS is a special case for each problem.

Theorem 1 EDS, ECDS, and EWCDS problems are NP-complete.

Proof: It is easy to see that EDS, ECDS and EWCDS belong to the NP-class. Given a vertex subset,

it can be verified in polynomial time whether it forms an EDS, ECDS, or EWCDS with CC model.

First, we show that UD-DS is a special case of EDS. Recall from our previous graph definition that

any nodev has associated a radius pair (rv, r
′
v) such thatrv ≤ r′v, and any quasi neighboru satisfies

the relationrv ≤ d(v, u) ≤ r′v. A subset of nodes is an EDS if any node is (a) in the subset, (b) has a

neighbor in the subset, or (c) hask quasi neighbors in the subset. Whenrv = r′v for any nodev, we

will have no case of quasi neighbor or quasi neighbor domination. That is, any node is either part of

the EDS or has a neighbor in the EDS. Hence, we say that the UD-DS is a special case of the EDS

problem, forrv = r′v for ∀v ∈ V .

Next, we show that UD-CDS is a special case of ECDS and EWCDS problems whenrv = r′v for

∀v ∈ V . Whenrv = r′v for ∀v ∈ V , a subset of nodesS is an ECDS if the nodes inS are connected

and any node inV is either part ofS or has a neighbor inS. Therefore, ECDS reduces to the UD-CDS

problem. Also, for the caserv = r′v for ∀v ∈ V , a subset of nodesS is an EWCDS if connectivity

holds for at least a nodeu in S, and any node inV is either part ofS or has a neighbor inS. If

the connectivity holds for nodeu, then there exists a path fromu to any other node inS and this is

equivalent with a connected dominating setS. Therefore, EWCDS reduces to the UD-CDS problem.

Since UD-DS and UD-CDS are NP-complete and one of them is a particular case of the EDS, ECDS

and EWCDS problems, and because EDS, ECDS, and EWCDS belong to the NP-class, we conclude

that EDS, ECDS, and EWCDS are NP-complete problems. 2

4 Non-Local Heuristic Solutions

4.1 Global solutions for EWCDS

First, we consider a centralized greedy solution, called extended MCDS (E-MCDS), similar to Guha

and Khuller’s MCDS [16] for the minimum EWCDS. However, the notion ofcontribution is used
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here: each forward node contributes 1 to all its neighbors and1/k to all quasi neighbors. The problem

is to find a minimum EWCDS so that all other nodes arereachable(i.e., each node has a signal energy

of at least 1). Theeffective contributionof v to u is v’s contribution tou before the signal energy of

u reaches 1. The initial signal energy of each node is zero. For example, suppose the signal energy

of nodeu is 0.5 beforev forwards the message andk = 4, the effective contribution ofv to u is 0.5

if they are neighbors and is 0.25 if they are quasi neighbors. A node is said to have themaximum

effective contributionif it has the maximum total effective contribution to its neighbors and quasi

neighbors. In E-MCDS, the node with the maximum effective contribution is selected as a source to

grow a tree. At each round, a neighbor of the tree with the maximum effective contribution is selected

until the signal energy of each node in the network is at least 1. For ease of description, we assume

r
′
= 2 × r andk = 2 in the following discussion. Nevertheless, all algorithms and theorems in this

paper, after a minor revision, also apply to the general situation with any constant ratiosr
′
/r andk.

Algorithm 1 Extended MCDS (E-MCDS)

1. (Initialization) All nodes are initially colored white, except that the node with the maximum effective

contribution is colored gray (and will be the root).

2. Select the gray node that has the maximum effective contribution to its white neighbors (regular and quasi).

3. Update the signal energy level for every regular or quasi neighbor of the selected gray node.

4. The selected gray node is colored black and its white regular neighbors are marked gray. If the signal

energy of a white quasi neighbor is at least 1, that neighbor is marked gray also.

5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the signal energy level of each node is at least 1.

Although our simulation study shows that the E-MCDS has good performance in terms of produc-

ing a small EWCDS, it does not produce a constant approximation ratio. Note that the original MCDS

algorithm by Guha and Khuller [16] does not have a constant approximation ratio either, since it was

designed for general graphs, not for unit disk graphs. In order to provide a worst-case guarantee, we

refine the first global algorithm using the concept of independent set. A setS of nodes is an indepen-

dent set (IS) if all pairwise nodes inS are not adjacent. IfS is also a dominating set, it is called a

maximal independent set (MIS). Our second global algorithm is the same as the first algorithm with

one important difference. Two black colors,black1andblack2are used to mark nodes in the EWCDS.

In addition, the following mutual exclusion rule must be observed.

Mutual Exclusion Rule: When a gray node is added to the EWCDS, it has color black1 if it has no

black1 neighbors and black2 if it has no black2 neighbors. A gray node with both black1 and black2
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neighbors cannot be added to the EWCDS.

Enforcing the above rule will not leave any white nodes uncovered; otherwise, letw be a white

node with a gray neighborg. Nodeg has at most one black neighbor. It can be legally colored as

eitherblack1or black2and coverw. If g has two black neighbors, their total contribution tow is

1, andw is already covered. Since ablack1node cannot haveblack1neighbors, then all theblack1

nodes form an IS. Similarly, allblack2nodes also form an IS. LetGr = (V, Er) be the unit disk graph

with radiusr without considering the CC model. Similarly,G2r is the unit disk graph with radius2r,

andDS2−hop is a dominating set for graphG2r.

Lemma 1 If S is an IS ofGr, then|S| ≤ 25 · |EDSopt|, whereEDSopt is the optimal solution of the

EDS problem.

Proof: LetDS2−hop
opt = {v1, v2, ..., vopt} be the optimal solution of theDS2−hop problem, andSi the set

of nodes inS dominated byvi in G2r. It has been proved in [3] that the number of IS nodes in a circle

with radius2r is at mostπ(2r + r
2
)2/π( r

2
)2 = 25. That is,|Si| ≤ 25 for i = 1, 2, . . . , opt. As DS2−hop

dominatesS ⊆ V , we haveS = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sopt. Therefore,|S| ≤ |S1| + |S2| + . . . + |Sopt| ≤
25 · |DS2−hop

opt | Finally, |DS2−hop
opt | ≤ |EDSopt| because any EDS ofGr is also a DS ofG2r. 2

Lemma 2 1
25
· |DSopt| ≤ |EDSopt| ≤ |DSopt|, whereDSopt andEDSopt are the optimal solutions

for the DS and EDS problems.

Proof: The relation|EDSopt| ≤ |DSopt| is clear since any solution of the DS problem is also a

solution of the EDS problem. Let us take an MIS,S. ThenS is also a dominating set, resulting in

|DSopt| ≤ |S|. Using Lemma 1,|S| ≤ 25 · |EDSopt|. Therefore,|DSopt| ≤ 25 · |EDSopt|. 2

Theorem 2 The extended MCDS algorithm with the mutual exclusive rule has a constant approxima-

tion ratio for the EWCDS problem.

Proof: Let U be the set of black nodes,Ublack1 the set ofblack1nodes andUblack2 the set ofblack2

nodes. BothUblack1 andUblack2 are IS ofGr and|U | = |Ublack1|+|Ublack2|. From Lemma 1,|Ublack1| ≤
25 · |EWCDSopt| and|Ublack2| ≤ 25 · |EWCDSopt|. Therefore,|U | ≤ 50 · |EWCDSopt|. 2
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Figure 3: An example to illustrate EWCDS by E-MCDS.

The extended MCDS algorithm runs on a single central node, which collects global information

and disseminates the resultant EWCDS to the entire network. Information collection and dissem-

ination takesΘ(H) rounds for network diameterH. The computation cost of the central node is

O(nD log n) for a network withn nodes and deployment densityD. The algorithm selects at mostn

EWCDS nodes each of which affects effective contributions of up toπ(4r)2D = O(D) nodes within

4 hops. The positions of these nodes in a sorted list need to be adjusted withO(log n) cost each.

Fig. 3 shows the EWCDS generated by the E-MCDS algorithm in a random20 nodes connected

graph. There are4 nodes,3, 10, 14, and20, in the resultant EWCDS with the source20. We can

see that every other node has at least two different 2-hop paths or one 1-hop path to reach nodes in

EWCDS.

4.2 Quasi-global solutions for EWCDS

First, we give a simple version of the AWF algorithm proposed by Alzoubi, Wan, and Frieder [4]

for CDS which is also a trivial solution for ECDS with a constant approximation ratio. Then, we

propose a solution for the EWCDS problem, by using the extended connectivity concept to reduce the

dominating set.
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Algorithm 2 AWF Algorithm

1. (Topological sorting) A spanning tree is built via flooding from a pre-defined root. Each nodev in the

spanning tree is given a rankrv = (lv, idv), wherelv is v’s level (i.e., distance to root), andidv is v’s ID.

Node ranks form a total order.

2. (Sequential clustering) Initially, all nodes are white. In the sequence from the lowest rank (the root) to the

highest rank, each node determines its color. If a node has no neighboring black nodes with lower ranks, it

becomes a black node.

3. (Gateway designation) Each non-root black node selects a white neighbor with a lower rank as its gateway,

which connects this black node to another black node with a lower rank.

It has been proved in [4] that (1) all black nodes form an MIS, and (2) the set of black and

gateway nodes is a CDS of the network. Obviously, the black node set also forms an EDS, and the

black and gateway node set forms an ECDS. In fact, AWF has a constant performance ratio for the

ECDS problem. LetU be the set of both black and gateway nodes, andS the MIS selected in step 2.

The number of nodes used in step 3 is at most one fewer than the number of nodes inS. Therefore

|U | ≤ 2 · |S| − 1. Based on the Lemma 1,|S| ≤ 25 · |EDSopt| and since|EDSopt| ≤ |ECDSopt| we

obtain|U | < 50 · |ECDSopt| − 1.

In our extended AWF algorithm (E-AWF) for EWCDS, the first two steps (topological sorting and

sequential clustering) are the same as in the original AWF algorithm. The third step is changed as

follows:

Extended Gateway Designation: Each non-root black node designates a neighbor with a lower

rank as its gateway, only when it is not reachable from black and gateway nodes with lower ranks;

otherwise, this black node does not designate a gateway.

Theorem 3 The set of black nodes and gateways selected by the E-AWF algorithm is an EWCDS.

Proof: Let S be the set of black nodes. Based on [4],S is an MIS and EDS of the network. To

show the weak connectivity, we show that any black node inS is reachable from the root. The root is

reachable by default. Suppose all black nodes with ranks lower thanrv are reachable (i.e., they have

received the complete packet), we show that black nodev is also reachable.v has designed a gateway

g only when it is not reachable, theng is reachable from a black nodeb satisfyingrb < rg < rv.

Therefore, gatewayg will receive the packet fromb and forward it tov. 2
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The E-AWF algorithm has a constant approximation ratio for the EWCDS problem. This is be-

cause the number of black nodes selected by the E-AWF is exactly the same as in the original AWF.

The number of gateways selected by the extended gateway designation rule is at most the same as

in the original AWF. Therefore, the size of the EWCDS formed by the E-AWF is no larger than that

by the original AWF, which has a constant approximation ratio. The E-AWF algorithm takesO(n)

rounds to converge in the worst case andO(H) rounds in the best case. The computation cost of each

node isO(D). We use the same example graph of Fig. 3 to illustrate E-AWF. Applying E-AWF to

that graph, we will have the EWCDS= {1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, 20}, in which {2, 15, 18} are the

gateways and1 is the source. Node8 and20 are connected to1 through10 and18 using the connec-

tivity concept under CC model. Otherwise, as the result of AWF, nodes5 and14 are both selected to

make the set connected.

4.3 A quasi-local solution for EDS and ECDS

In this subsection, we consider a quasi-local solution for the minimum disconnected EDS and then

extend the solution for ECDS. By a quasi-local solution, we mean the solution completes with a high

probability in a small number of rounds with an occasional large number of rounds for completion.

This approach is similar to a clustering algorithm with two major differences: (1) The coverage is

under the CC model. (2) Each node operates on its 2-hop neighborhood, rather than its 1-hop neigh-

borhood in the regular clustering approach. Nodes in the network are classified into black (selected),

gray (covered by a black node), partial gray (partially covered by one or more black nodes), and white

(clean). The priority of each node is defined by either its node ID or its node degree (1-hop or 2-hop)

as long as the priority is a total order. Therefore, in case of a tie in node degree, node ids can be used

to break the tie. Initially, all nodes are colored white.

The black nodes (also called clusterheads) generated in the extended clustering form a discon-

nected EDS and an IS. From Lemma 1, the extended clustering algorithm has a constant approxi-

mation ratio for the EDS problem. To extend EDS to ECDS, we need each clusterhead to connect

to neighboring clusterheads within 5 hops. To find a small number of gateways to connect all the

neighboring clusterheads without resorting to global information, we use an extension of Li, Hou

and Sha’s local minimum spanning tree (LMST) [22] algorithm on neighboring clusterheads. Un-

like the traditional gateway designation algorithm, whereby each clusterhead is connected to all of its
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Algorithm 3 Extended Clustering (E-Clustering)

1. A white node with the highest priority within its 2-hop white neighborhood is colored black.

2. A partial gray node is colored black if (a) there is no white neighbor within its 2-hop neighborhood, and

(b) it has the highest priority among all partial gray nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood.

3. For any recently-turned black node, its neighbors are colored gray if they are either white or partial gray.

Signal energy of quasi neighbors are adjusted and their colors are changed accordingly. That is, a white

quasi neighbor is changed to partial gray. A partial gray node with signal energy level of at least1 is

changed to gray.

neighboring clusterheads and thus the CDS is a mesh structure (Cluster-Mesh), in LMST, each node

constructs a local minimum spanning tree within its 1-hop neighborhood, and marks the links to its

on-tree neighbors only. Note that the on-tree neighbor set is usually a subset of 1-hop neighbor set.

It is proved that all the marked links together with all the nodes can form a connected graph. In our

extension, the 1-hop neighborhood includes the current clusterhead CH and all clusterheads within

5 hops, along with their pairwise “virtual distance” in terms of hop count. The IDs of the two end

nodes of a “virtual link” can be used to break a tie in hop count if needed. In this way, each pair

of neighboring clusterheads has a virtual link with a virtual distance. When a virtual link is selected

in LMST, i.e., a link connecting CH to a neighboring clusterhead, all nodes on the virtual link are

selected as gateways.

Algorithm 4 Localized Tree-based Gateway Designation (E-Cluster-LMST)

1. Each clusterhead constructs a local minimum spanning tree (LMST) among all the clusterheads within its

5-hop neighborhood rooted at itself, using virtual links.

2. Each clusterhead selects the on-tree neighbors and marks all the intermediate nodes as gateways on the

virtual links to these neighbors.

Theorem 4 The EDS generated by extended clustering and gateway nodes together form an ECDS

which has a constant approximation ratio.

Proof: First, we prove the connectivity of resultant dominating set including clusterheads and gate-

ways. We show that all the clusterheads are connected by virtual links. Arbitrarily select two

clusterheadsCHu and CHv and assume the shortest path between them in the original graph is

(CHu, u1, u2, . . . , uk, CHv). For eachui (1 ≤ i ≤ k), its clusterheadCHi is within 2 hops ofui.
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Therefore, any two adjacent clusterheads in sequenceCHu, CH1, CH2, ..., CHk, CHv are separated

by at most 5 hops. When each clusterhead connects to all clusterheads within 5 hops through virtual

links, CHu andCHv are connected. Based on [22], if the original virtual graph is connected, the sub-

graph induced by the virtual links selected by LMST is still connected. Each virtual link consists of

gateways used to connect two clusterheads. Therefore, clusterheads together with gateways appearing

in the selected virtual links form a connected graph. Then, we prove the constant approximation ratio

of the resultant ECDS. From previous discussion, we know that the size of clusterheads|U | that form

an EDS has a constant approximation ratio. In local tree-based gateway designation, each cluster-

head at most has all the clusterheads within its 5-hop neighborhood as its LMST neighbors, which is

bounded byO(1) [3]. Therefore, the gateways designated by each clusterhead is at most4 · O(1) (4

gateways on a virtual link at most). We can have now the size of selected clusterheads and gateway

nodes to be|U |+ O(1) · |U | in the worst case. Therefore, it has a constant approximation ratio.2

The clustering process takesO(n) rounds in the worst case, andO(log n) rounds on average. The

computation cost of clustering isO(D) for each node, and that of neighborhood designation isO(D)

in building a distance vector ofO(1) neighboring clusterheads, andO(1) in LMST construction.

Applying E-Clustering and E-Cluster-LMST to the graph in Fig. 3, we have the EDS= {1, 2, 7, 8}
and the ECDS= {1, 2, 7, 8, 5, 10, 14, 15, 20} respectively.

5 Local Heuristic Solutions

5.1 A local solution for EDS and ECDS

In local backbone construction, each node maintains only 2-hop neighborhood information. The

local solution consists of two steps: (1) use Wu and Li’s marking process [32] and Dai and Wu’s

pruning rule [12] for constructing the CDS. Note that a CDS is also an ECDS. (2) Adopt an aggressive

pruning rule to remove nodes from the CDS while still maintaining local coverage and connectivity.

Specifically, Wu and Li’s marking process is the following:

Marking Process [32]: A node is temporarily marked if it has two neighbors that are not directly

connected.

It has been shown in [32] that the temporarily marked node set is a CDS. When the marking
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process is applied to the example in Fig. 2, the temporarily marked node set{v, u, w, x, o, s, t} forms

a CDS. After a set of temporarily marked nodes is derived by applying the marking process, it can be

further reduced via the following pruning rule.

Pruning Rule K [12]: A temporarily marked nodeu can be unmarked if all its 1-hop neighbors

(N1(u)) are also neighbors of any one ofK coverage nodes that are connected and have higher

priorities.

When each node inN1(u) is a neighbor ofC, u is said to becoveredby C. In Fig. 2 (b),{w, v}
coversu and, hence,u can be unmarked. Arestrictedversion of the above pruning rule exists, where

all coverage nodes must be 1-hop neighbors of the unmarked node. For example, nodeu in Fig. 2 (b)

cannot be unmarked based on the restricted RuleK, becausew is not a neighbor ofu. It was proved

in [12] that the reduced set of temporarily marked nodes is still a CDS after applying pruning Rule

K, either restricted or non-restricted.

In the extended pruning rule (E-Rule K), 2-hop neighborhood information, including temporary

markers of all 2-hop neighbors, is needed. A temporarily marked nodeu can be unmarked if all its

2-hop neighbors, regular and quasi, can be covered by other temporarily marked nodes in the neigh-

borhood, and the corresponding condition is calledcoverage condition. Let C be a set of temporarily

marked nodes with higher priority thanu within u’s 2-hop neighborhood. Again, the priority of a

node can be node id and node degree. The neighbor set of nodeu, N2(v), includes both regular and

quasi neighbors. When the coverage condition holds,u is said to be (extendedly) covered byC. In

Fig. 2 (b),{w, x} coversv and, hence,v can be unmarked.

Coverage Condition: A temporarily marked nodeu can be unmarked if for eachv ∈ N2(u), the

collective energy contribution ofC to v is at least 1.

Theorem 5 The set derived by the pruning rule based on the coverage condition forms an EDS.

Proof: The set derived from the marking process is a CDS which is clearly an EDS. Consider a single

application of the coverage condition onu in an EDS, sinceu is covered by other higher priority nodes

in the EDS. The removal ofu from the EDS will not change its extended dominating set property.

When there are simultaneous removals, since the node priority is a total order, no cyclic dependence

among nodes in terms of coverage will occur; the remaining nodes form an EDS. 2
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Note that the pruning rule based on the coverage condition does not guarantee an ECDS even

though the set is an ECDS initially. To ensure connectivity, we requireC to be connected under the

CC model. We callC anextended componentif it is strongly connected (based on Definition 2). The

fact thatu is reachable fromC is denoted asC → u (i.e., the total energy contribution ofC to u is at

least 1). IfC
′
is a component (defined based on the regular connectivity),C can reachC

′
, denoted as

C → C
′
, if C → u for au in C

′
. Next we give a procedure for constructing an extended component:

Given a set of components (based on the regular connectivity),C1, C2, ..., Cm, the corresponding

extended components are derived by iteratively merging two (regular and extended) components,Ci

andCj, whenever they satisfyCi → Cj andCj → Ci. In Fig. 2 (b),C1 = {w, x} andC2 = {s, t}
form two regular components. SinceC1 → C2 andC2 → C1, C1 andC2 can be merged into one

extended component (based on Definition 2). In Fig. 2, the extended component{w, x, s, t} coverso

ando is unmarked.

Connectivity Condition: The coverage setCu for u is an extended component. In addition, each

marked node inN2(u) is adjacent to a node inCu.

Theorem 6 A pruning rule that meets coverage and connectivity conditions ensures an ECDS when

the given set is ECDS.

Proof: We use the following process ofsequential removalto emulate the application of coverage

and connectivity conditions: Nodes that are unmarked by these two conditions are first sorted in an

ascending order of node priority. Then, nodes in the sorted list are removed one by one, with one

per round. At each round, the node with the smallest priority is removed from the list. Assume that

vertexu is selected at roundl and it is the first node such that the coverage setC is an ECDS before

its removal butC
′
= C−{u} is no longer an ECDS after its removal. We prove by contradiction that

such au does not exist and, therefore, the set after the sequential removal is still an ECDS. Ifv ( 6= u)

in C sends a packet,u will receive the packet fully sinceC is an ECDS. There is a marked nodew

in N2(u) that “excites”u. That is,w forwards the packet to make an energy contribution tou. Based

on the connectivity condition,w will excite all nodes inCu (the coverage set foru and a subset of

C), which in turn will cover all nodes inN2(u) (and the coverage condition holds). In this case, all

marked nodes inN2(u) fully receive the packet. Becauseu cannot make a contribution to any node

outsideN2(u), u can be removed which is a contradiction. 2

Note that any given network before pruning is a trivial ECDS and the CDS derived from the mark-
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ing process is also a trivial ECDS. A better, pragmatic approach starts from the CDS derived from Dai

and Wu’s (restricted) pruning RuleK. The corresponding local solution is called(restricted) extended

RuleK. Notice the similarity between the pruning RuleK and the coverage and connectivity condi-

tions. The major difference is that RuleK does not use the CC model. Therefore, the connectivity

and component are defined in a normal term. In addition, the coverage is onu’s 1-hop neighbor set

and the connectivity condition is trivially satisfied in RuleK.

Theorem 7 The localized algorithm computes an ECDS of expected sizeO(1) · |ECDSopt|, where

ECDSopt is an optimal solution to the ECDS problem.

Proof: The size of the ECDS is upper bounded by the number of temporarily marked nodes derived

from the marking process and RuleK. It has been proved in [12] that the expected number of tem-

porarily marked nodes after applying RuleK is O(1) · |DSopt| in unit disk graphs with both node IDs

and locations being uniformly distributed, whereDSopt is the minimal DS. The resultant ECDS is of

sizeO(1) · |DSopt|. By Lemma 2,|DSopt| ≤ O(1) · |EDSopt| ≤ O(1) · |ECDSopt|. 2

The localized algorithm converges after 4 rounds of “Hello” message exchanges: 2 rounds to

collect the 2-hop information for the marking process and RuleK, and 2 additional rounds to dis-

seminate temporary markers. “Hello” messages carrying 1-hop information are of sizeO(D). The

computation complexity isO(D2) in constructing (extended) components and confirming coverage

in a subgraph withO(D) nodes. Applying E-Rule K to the graph in Fig. 3, we have the ECDS

= {14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20}. We can see that node8 can reach the ECDS using the CC technology.

Otherwise, node12 will be added to make a CDS.

6 Applications and Related Issues

6.1 Applications

The ECDS/EWCDS can be used as a virtual backbone under the CC model. Such a backbone can

support an efficient broadcast process and a searching space reduction. We use the broadcast process

as an example. EWCDS can be used for a specific node whereas ECDS can be applied for any node

to carry out a broadcast process. A typical broadcast process involves the following steps: (1) (At the
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source nodes) If s is in EDS,s follows step 2; ifs has a neighboru in EDS, it forwards the packet to

u andu then follows step 2; otherwise,s selects a neighborv that has a neighboru in EDS. In the last

case,s first forwards the packet and thenu follows step 2 after the packet is relayed byv. (2) (At an

intermediate nodeu) If u is in EDS, it forwards the complete packet once; otherwise, it does nothing.

Unlike broadcasting using regular DS, the source node may need a relay node (not in EDS) to

forward the packet to a node in EDS; otherwise, only the nodes in EDS need to forward the packet

once. Supposey is the source node in Fig. 1 (b), it forwards the packet tou in EDS. Each ofu and

v forwards once. Afterx assembles the two partial packets fromu andv, it forwards the complete

packet once to reacht. The construction of an EDS increases the overhead, but the impact is min-

imal compared with the benefit of reducing the number of forwarding nodes. From all distributed

approaches, the localized solutions incur a minimal overhead. In addition, a localized solution is very

efficient in a dynamic environment since it supports localized maintenance.

6.2 Activity scheduling/rotation

The aim of the activity scheduling/rotation is to provide a good trade-off between minimizing energy

consumption in sensor monitoring and prolonging the life span of each individual node. The backbone

approach minimizes overall energy consumption by putting the maximum number of nodes in a sleep

state. However, this comes with significant energy consumption by the nodes in the backbone. We

propose to rotate the role of dominating (active) and non-dominating (sleep) nodes based on energy

level in backbone construction. The localized scheduling/rotation can be as follows:

Algorithm 5 Localized Scheduling/Rotation

1. Apply the marking process and extended pruning rule to determine themarker (i.e., marked/unmarked

status) of each node, so unmarked nodes can be put into sleep mode.

2. Each active node can judiciously lower its priority in the next round of scheduling (rule application).

After an active node has lowered its priority (calledtired), its new priority is propagated to 2-

hop neighbors. Any changes of temporary markers are also propagated to 2-hop neighbors. Here

we assume an asynchronous wake up scheme [29, 34] for communication among neighbors, and the

propagation delay of each hop is bounded by the scheduling frameT . Therefore, the rotation process

takes a non-trivial time period to complete. In a real situation, sensor nodes may fail (calledoff) and

new sensor nodes can be deployed (calledon). An on/off operation can change the network topology
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and, hence, the corresponding ECDS needs to be modified, and the corresponding operation is called

maintenance. In general, ECDS maintenance cannot be done in a localized way in non-local solutions

(such as the extended MCDS) without sacrificing performance (such as approximation ratio). On the

other hand, an ECDS derived from the marking process and extended pruning rule can be maintained

in a localized way, where only nodes in a small vicinity of on/off nodes need to modify their markers.

Theorem 8 In the restricted extended RuleK, only nodes within 3 hops of a tired/on/off node need

to change their final markers.

Proof: Let u be a tired, on, or off node. First consider the temporary marker of a nodev. Based

on definitions of the marking process and restricted RuleK, the temporary marker ofv depends

only on the list ofv’s 1-hop neighbors, their priorities, and wireless links among them. As we have

assumed that a wireless link does not break unless an end node switches off, the temporary marker

of v remains the same ifu is not a 1-hop neighbor ofv. That is, onlyu’s 1-hop neighbors need to

change temporary markers. Then consider the final marker of a nodew. Based on the coverage and

connectivity conditions, the final marker of a nodew depends only on the list ofw’s 2-hop neighbors,

their priorities, their temporary markers, and wireless links among them. After excluding the impact

of wireless links based on the previous assumption,w’s final marker changes only when (1)u is within

2 hops ofw, or (2)u has a 1-hopv that is within 2 hops ofw and has changed its temporary marker.

Therefore,w changes its final marker only when it is within 3 hops ofu. 2

The above theorem shows that a tired/on/off node affects only nodes within 3 hops, and the process

converges after three rounds of “Hello” exchanges, which means a handover interval of3T . For a

smooth handover, the following rule is used to preserve an ECDS during a rotation process.

Rotation Rule: All active nodes newly unmarked in a rotation process must stay active for additional

three scheduling frames (3T ) before switching to the sleep mode.

Theorem 9 The rotation rule preserves an ECDS during the rotation process.

Proof: Let C(t) be the set of active nodes at timet. Assume the rotation process starts att0. By

Theorem 6,C(t), the set of marked nodes, is an ECDS fort ≤ t0. By Theorem 8, the rotation

process converges no later thant0 + 3T ; that is,C(t) is an ECDS fort ≥ t0 + 3T . C(t0) ⊆ C(t) for

t ∈ [t0, t0 + 3T ] by rotation rule. BecauseC(t0) is an ECDS,C(t) is an ECDS during this period.2
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Figure 4: Different algorithms with various node number (r = 20).

7 Simulation

This section presents results from our simulation. The efficiency of all proposed approaches are eval-

uated and compared. In the simulation, the extended MCDS (E-MCDS), which is a global solution for

EWCDS, is compared with MCDS. The extended AWF (E-AWF), which is a quasi-global solution for

EWCDS, is compared against AWF. The quasi-local solutions, extended clustering without gateways

(E-Cluster) and with gateways (E-Cluster-LMST), are compared with regular clustering without gate-

ways (Cluster) and regular clustering with gateways (Cluster-Mesh and Cluster-LMST), respectively.

Note that in Cluster-LMST the new local method is used for gateway selection, but clusterheads are

still selected based on the regular clustering. The extended RuleK (E-RuleK) for ECDS is compared

with RuleK and the original marking process and pruning rules (Rule1&2). All extended dominating

set algorithms using CC are also evaluated with different choices of simulation parameters.

All of the above approaches are implemented on a custom simulator. To generate a random net-

work,n nodes are randomly placed in a restricted100×100 area. We assume all nodes have the same

transmission range; therefore, all links between them are bidirectional. Networks that cannot form a
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Figure 5: Different algorithms with various node number (r = 40).

strongly connected graph are discarded. The tunable parameters in our simulation are: (1) The node

numbern. We change the number of deployed nodes from20 to 200 to check the scalability of the al-

gorithms. (2) The transmission ranger. We use 20 and 40 as transmission ranges to witness the effect

of link density on the algorithms. (3) The energy contribution parameterk. k controls the coverage

contribution of a node to its quasi neighbors. We use 2, 3, 4 and 5 as its values. The performance

metric is the number of nodes in the resultant (connected) dominating set or extended (connected or

weakly connected) dominating set. For each tunable parameter, the simulation is repeated 1000 times

or until the confidence interval is sufficiently small (±1%, for the confidence level of90%).

Fig. 4 is the comparison of proposed algorithms in relatively sparse networks with transmission

range20. (a) compares the performance of E-MCDS, in terms of the size of resultant EWCDS, with

MCDS. With CC and the new connectivity condition, E-MCDS has better performance (i.e., produces

smaller EWCDS than the CDS of MCDS). The size of EWCDS increases with the number of nodes,

but will decrease after the node count reaches 50. This is because, at first, more nodes need a larger

EWCDS to cover them, but after the node number exceeds a threshold, the increased node density

helps to select a smaller EWCDS in better positions. (b) shows the performance of E-AWF and AWF.
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E-AWF has better performance, especially when node number is large, where the EWCDS has a

stable size. (c) compares the performance of E-Clustering and Clustering with and without gateways.

Clearly, E-Cluster-LMST and E-Cluster beat Cluster-LMST and Cluster, respectively. (d) presents

the performance of Rule1&2, RuleK, and E-RuleK. E-RuleK has the smallest size of ECDS, and

reduces the size of CDS generated by RuleK by 7%.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of these algorithms in relatively dense networks with transmission

range40. Every ECDS/EWCDS has smaller size than the corresponding CDS. Actually, the resultant

figures are very close to the curves of Fig. 4 with a large node number. Therefore, the curve in

Fig. 5 (a) for E-MCDS is monotonously decreasing. We can see that the extended algorithms have

much better performance in dense networks. When the number of nodes is 200, E-RuleK can reduce

the resultant dominating set of RuleK by 23%.

Fig. 6 is the comparisons of these algorithms under various transmission ranges and a fixed node

number. When the node number is fixed, increasing transmission range results in a relatively dense

network. It is quite the same procedure with increasing node number under a fixed transmission range.

Therefore, in the following simulation, we vary only the number of nodes to test the scalability of the

algorithms.

Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b) show the performance comparison of algorithms to generate ECDS (E-

Cluster-LMST and E-Rulek) and CDS (Cluster-LMST and RuleK). Rule K performs slightly

better than Cluster-LMST although they are close when the network is dense and has relatively small

diameter (as in (b)). One interesting observation is that when the network is dense and has relatively

small diameter (as in (b)), E-Rulek still beats E-cluster-LMST, although E-Rulek uses only 2-hop

information. When the network is sparse with relatively large diameter (as in (a)), E-RuleK and

E-cluster-LMST stay very close. One explanation is that the additional neighborhood information

used in E-cluster-LMST can take more advantage of the effect of CC in such a graph than the 2-hop

information used in E-RuleK. However, E-RuleK is a local approach using 2 rounds, whereas E-

cluster-LMST is a quasi-local approach using non-constant rounds and multiple-hop information for

gateway selection. E-RuleK is clearly a better choice. Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 7 (d) show the performance

comparison of algorithms to generate EWCDS (E-MCDS and E-AWF) and CDS (MCDS and AWF).

It is clear that E-MCDS and MCDS have better performance than E-AWF and AWF, respectively.

Fig. 8 is the performance comparison with differentk, r = 20. For both E-AWF and E-Rule

K, the resultant EWCDS and ECDS increase gradually ask increases. For E-MCDS, the resultant
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Figure 6: Different algorithms with various transmission range (n = 100).
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(b) Cluster vs RuleK (r = 40)
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Figure 7: Comparison of Cluster and RuleK, MCDS and AWF.
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Figure 8: Extended CDS of different algorithms withk = 2, 3, 4, 5.

EWCDS degrades quickly to the CDS of MCDS whenk is larger than2. Cluster-LMST is better

than Cluster-Mesh. On the other hand, Cluster-LMST uses more neighbor information. E-Cluster-

LMST is better than Cluster-LMST fork = 2 andk = 3. Whenk reaches 4, the resultant ECDS

will be similar to that of CDS by Cluster-LMST, because ask increases, the contribution of a node to

its quasi neighbors decreases and cannot offset the additional gateways introduced as a result of the

longer distance between two neighboring clusterheads in extended clustering.

The simulation results can be summarized as follows: (1) All the proposed extended dominating

set algorithms can generate smaller extended (connected or weakly connected) dominating sets than

the corresponding (connected) dominating sets. (2) When the network is relatively dense, the ex-

tended dominating set algorithms have better performance and generate smaller extended (connected

or weakly connected) dominating sets. (3) Among four proposed approaches, E-MCDS has the best

performance for producing EWCDS and E-RuleK has the best performance for producing ECDS,

although E-RuleK is just a local solution. (4) Whenk is more than 2, except for E-MCDS, the

other approaches can still generate a smaller dominating set, although the size gradually increases as

k increases and is close to the corresponding dominating sets under the regular model.
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8 Conclusions

In this paper, we describe an extended dominating set (EDS) based on the cooperative communication

model. Some non-trivial extensions of the methods for the regular dominating set are presented. The

problems of finding a minimum EDS, ECDS (connected EDS) and EWCDS (weakly connected EDS)

are shown as NP-complete. Several heuristic algorithms, global and local, are presented. The focus is

on local solutions that can offer local maintenance. The efficiency of node reduction in dominating set

is confirmed through simulation study for both sparse and dense graphs. The potential applications

of ECDS/EWCDS for the broadcast process is also discussed. In future work, we will examine other

local solutions for ECDS, such as the extension to multipoint relay (MPR) [25], which is a localized

extended MCDS. Each node selects its backbone nodes to cover its 3-hop coverage area. Collec-

tively, locally selected backbone nodes form an ECDS. In addition, an in-depth simulation using a

complete protocol stack that can better reflect the CC model is needed for some real applications of

ECDS/EWCDS.
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